TWAS THE WEEK OR SO BEFORE THE GLOBAL EVENT
12/19/2018
I have been monitoring various intel sites attempting to gain a
reasonably clear picture of what is going on behind the scenes and ,
at this time, want to bring folks up to date on the picture that’s
coming slowly into focus. Please use your discernment and do your
own research.

1. Most people are aware that all fiat currencies throughout history have failed, no
known exceptions, so it is not a question of if, simply a question of when our fiat
currency known as Federal Reserve Notes(FRN) fail. When they were introduced , a
one dollar FRN was worth a silver dollar, or 1 ounce of .999 pure silver. Today, the
retail price of a new silver dollar is approximately $18, which implies the FRN has
already lost about 90% of its value.
2. The Constitution of the United States does not delegate any authority for a central
bank , and especially a privately owned for profit central bank that controls the
printing of our currency. I am unaware of any business that can create $100 of
revenue for the printing costs of about $.07 !! These great margins were supposed
to go to We the People, not a group of very wealthy private bankers.
3. So we are snow faced with the prospect of replacing the FRNs, which are really
debt certificates or promissory notes, with real money. Additionally, there has been
a plan, which was originally developed in the late 1970s, to take down the unlawful
and illegal cabal which has been running the the corporations which has been
doing business as the defacto UNITED STATES and the Territorial United States
(INC). Neither of these corporate entities have been operating as our lawful
government.
4. Intel reports, when stitched together , now indIcate we are facing a situation of
mass arrests, coupled with martial law, the closing oﬀ of our borders so the
criminals will not escape, and about a 9 day closing of the banks in order to reset
the economy on a new currency which will be lawful money because it will be
backed by silver and/or gold.
5. In addition, reports indicate that there will be televised military tribunals and also a
7 x 24 channel dedicated to full Disclosure, which will include the evil crimes
committed against We the People, the true history of our planet and our species ,
and information about important technologies that have been suppressed. These
technologies include free energy, medbeds, and electrogravitics. All three of these
technologies will likely have a very large and important improvement in the quality
of all of mankind’s lives.
6. So, in summary for now, we are headed for a Victory of the Light over Darkness, of
good over evil, and we are on the threshold of possibly entering a new 1000 year
period of peace and prosperity long term. Short term, please consider fastening
your seatbelts because, if these intel sources are accurate, we will likely faces
some very turbulent times over the next 6-12 months IMHO.

7. Peace and love to all !!
8. PS; Below is an document that details the sources I have been using over the last 2
years or so with some editorial comments:

OVAL OFFICE PRAYER.

11/27/2018

Prayer said every single day in the OO( Oval Office ).
“Rest in peace Mr. President (JFK), through your wisdom and
strength, since your tragic death, Patriots have planned, installed,
and by the grace of God, activated, the beam of LIGHT. We will
forever remember your sacrifice. May you look down from above
and continue to guide us as we ring the bell of FREEDOM and
destroy those who wish to sacrifice our children, our way of life,
and our world. We, the PEOPLE.”
JFK – Secret Societies.
Where we go one, we go all.
Q
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Editorial Comments - We have been seriously deceived in big
ways ! Do your own research !!
A little over 4.5 years ago, I began an expedition to determine
the root causes and appropriate corrective actions for the
lawlessness with harmful intent I discovered in every branch
of our Government. I quickly learned that every branch of our

government , including local, county, state, and national
government entities have been unlawfully, unconstitutionally
and illegally converted into private, for profit government
services corporations.
Our Founders debated the idea of having a corporate form of
government and rejected it in favor of a Republican Form of
government as stated in Article 4 Section 4 of our
Constitution, the supreme law of our land.
We live in a very uncertain times IMHO. The primary
uncertainty I am referring to is what is true and what isn't. We
have been seriously deceived for about 150 years or more by
most of the people and institutions, including most media, that
we have justifiably learned to put our trust in.
Unless we actually witness something first hand, how do we
know if it is reality or not ? And even today with some of the
optical control and mind control techniques, we simply no
longer can be sure. This leads me to the conclusion that I am
no longer capable of judging much of anything 100% true or
100% false, leaving me to take decisions based on
probabilities of something being true or false.
So about 4 years ago based on my own knowledge and
experience, I gave up completely on Main Stream news
sources, including even the Wall Street Journal, which for
many years of my business career seemed to be focused on
fact based reporting, but after it got sold to Fox parent, quickly
lost its ability to discern truth from fiction and opinion.

My "trusted sources" shifted over to primarily the alternative
media and independent reporters. Below I want to share with
you sources of information that definitely have an independent
viewpoint on what is true which you will not find anywhere in
the Main Stream Media. Please do your own research.
1. A group of Truth Seekers who concluded we had been
seriously deceived about our origins went forward to create a
web site that presents their combined viewpoint of our true
reality. The viewpoint expressed here is very different than
anything we have been told or taught.
www.TheGreaterPicture.com
http://www.xekleidoma.info/world.html
2. I developed a deep interest in our universe and our place in
it because my wife Linda is an amateur astronomer. Once I
comprehended that our galaxy , called the Milky Way, has
billions and billions of stars in it like our sun, and that there
are over 1 TRILLION other observable galaxies in our
universe, the only conclusion that made any sense to me was
the probability that we are the only intelligent life in our
universe became close to zero IMHO. For an off world
viewpoint on the battle currently being waged between good
and evil here on earth and in space, Cobra is the trusted
spokesperson for The Resistance, which represents a galactic
alliance composed of both on earth and off earth entities
fighting hard to take down the evil cabal. You can follow Cobra
on Facebook at Cobra Etheric Liberation and at
www.2012portal.blogspot.com

3. According to many different independent sources, we are
approaching the Event. There are at least 3 major facets to
the Event: Mass arrests of evil doers across the world, a
banking holiday while the banks are retooled and retrained to
work with a substance based new currency, and Disclosure
with a capital D. Disclosure is all about helping us learn the
truth about the history of our species, the history of our planet,
the truth about our place in the universe(s), and the
suppressed energy, medical, transportation, and
communications technological based solutions.
www.prepareforchange.net
4. Q Anon - sharing military intelligence

https://qcodefag.github.io
https://qmap.pub

Map of Matrix : Learn to Read the Map : This is the best map I
have found of the Matrix we live in. Please consider studying
this map if you have any curiosity about the evil corrupt
system that is being used to harvest People and their assets.
https://throughthelookingglassnews.wordpress.com/
2017/11/24/q-anon-learn-to-read-the-map/

5. The history of the Khazarian Mafia
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/03/08/the-hiddenhistory-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/

There is a story being told when we review the content of
these sites together: Although we are likely to
experience some difficulties like the fires in California,
more man made "natural disasters", and more false
flags terrorist events, The White Hats, Lightworkers, and
Lightwarriors are winning the current battle between
good and evil and we are likely headed towards an
extended period of peace and prosperity !!
Please remember it remains our responsibility to help
good win over evil everyday of our existence !!
EYES AND MINDS WIDE OPEN PLEASE
WDYT ?

Resources
Independent Reporters
Sharyl Atkinson
Jon Rappoport
Robert Steele
Kevin Schipp

Linda Moulton Howe - Extra Terrestrials experimenting in
cattle and people
Liz Crokin - pedophelia and human trafficking

Maps of Q Drops at www.cdn.qmaps.pub
Q We Are The Plan - 9 minute video on recent history https://
youtu.be/MRtEgdgj_XQ
You Only Have Two Choices by David Icke
https://youtu.be/dPfEQpOrIC0
Truth, Honor, and Integrity Show by Thomas
Williams( recorded): available live Thursday nights at 7:30 PM
on Spreaker ( also available as a recording on YouTube within
a couple of days)
www.annavonreitz.com

YouTube sources
This Speech Will Get Trump Elected
https://youtu.be/G2qIXXafxCQ

WethePeople Patriots Soapbox
Sarah Westall
Goldfish Report
Destroying the Illusion by Jason Sather
James Gilliland ( ECETI Ranch)
Sovereign Living https://www.youtube.com/user/
sovereignliving/videos
The Quantum Shift by Sam Mugzzi ( also available live
Tuesday nights on KCOR internet radio by calling
605-475-1680)
911
Dr Judy Wood- 911-“ dustification”

Benjamin Fulford- usually a 15 minute recording on YouTube
every Monday about 12 noon)
William Mount
Tracy Beanz
Lucid Dreamer ( often has valuable insights from Russian
viewpoint)
Trump News Truth Natasha
bpearthwatch
Steve Pieczenik
Greg Hunter ( weekly news summary)
Clif High
Deborah Tavares Stop the Crimes
Simon Parkes

Books
Killing the Deep State by Corsi
America: Some Assembly Required by Anna Maria Riezinger
http://annavonreitz.com/
americasomeassemblyrequired.pdf

The People’s Panel by Younger( story about the Grand Jury in
America) https://ussawatchdog.files.wordpress.com/2010/07/
the_peoples_panel_rotated.pdf
Magna Carta With Commentary by McKetchnie ( available as
free download at www.Libertyfund.org at http://a.co/a3wfUDt
The Law by Bastiat
The Constitution for the United States Of America
You Know There Is Something Wrong When , Anna Von Reitz
Fruit From A Poisonous Tree by Mel Stamper
Consent of the Governed by Jason Hoyt
Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars
Behold a Pale Horse by Bill Cooper
William Tompkins
News Sources
Drudge Report
Infowars
https://www.zerohedge.com

Movies
Matrix series

